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FRol'.1: E .. w. Randall 
sucJr::cT: NKF - No-Twist Bevels 
We have been advised that Siemag has ordered No-Twist 
bevel gears from Indiana Gear as duplicates of gears for 
similar strands on Niederrhein.. Even though we now have 
drawings for carburized No-Twist bevel gears, . the J&L 
drawings revised for carburized gears as ordered for 
Niederrhein are the best Siemag reference for NKF. The 
reason for this fact is that considerable translation 
would be required from our drawings for carburized gears, 
whereas Siemag has already completed translation of the 
J&L drawings. 
Our order lists should call for the bevels according to 
the drawing numbers on order 122833 with the addition 
of the Siemag reference as listed below .. 
MCCo. No. Siemag No. MCCo. No. Siemag No. 
167672 D38/2339 167680 038/2347 
167673 038/2340 167681 038/2348 
167674 038/2341 167682 038/2349 
167675 038/2342 167683 038/2350 
167676 038/2343 167684 038/2351 
167677 038/2344 167685 038/2352 
167678 038/2345 167686 038/2353 
167679 038/2346 167687 038/2354 
This memo will give Purchasing and the Shop advance notice 
of a possible request from Indiana for machined blanks. 
Unfortunately, until we hear from Indiana, we do not know 
Siemag;s intention for spares. 
E. w .. Randall 
EWR:mjf 
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